Sixth Meeting of the Working Group on Cyber-crime
January 21-22, 2010
Washington, D.C.

DRAFT SCHEDULE

Place: Padilha Vidal Room in the OAS General Secretariat Building (1889 F Street, Washington D.C., 20006).

Day one: Thursday, January 21, 2010

9:00 – 10:00: - Opening session.
   - Remarks by the Chair of the Working Group on Cyber-Crime.
     Albert C. Rees Jr.,
   - Remarks by the OAS Secretary General.
     José Miguel Insulza
   - Election of the Chair of the Working Group.¹
   - Consideration and adoption of the Agenda and Schedule of the meeting.

10:00 – 11:00: - Background and development of the mandates of the Working Group and the results of the questionnaire prepared for the meeting. Presentation by the Department of Legal Cooperation of the OAS Secretariat for Legal Affairs (item 1 on the Agenda)
   - The Inter-American Cooperation Portal on Cyber-crime. Presentation by the Department of Legal Cooperation of the OAS Secretariat for Legal Affairs (item 2 on the Agenda)

11:00 – 11:30: - Results from the regional training workshops on electronic evidence and on Cyber-crime legislation. Presentation by Anthony Teelucksingh, Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section, United States Department of Justice (item 3 on the Agenda).

¹ Paragraph 18 of the “Document of Washington” states as following: “Once a meeting of a working group has been formally convened, as provided in the last paragraph of the preceding provision, if said meeting is to be held at the headquarters of the General Secretariat of the OAS, the state that occupies the chair of the working group shall coordinate the preparations for the meeting with the support of the Secretariat. In such cases, the Chair shall be elected at the start of the respective meeting of the working group... The delegations of the states that come after the Chair in alphabetical order in Spanish, shall be the Vice Chairs ex officio of the respective working group and shall replace the Chair in the event of any impediment thereto.”
11:30 – 12:30: - Progress on the implementation of the Comprehensive Inter-American Cyber-security Strategy (Resolution AG/RES. 2004 (XXXIV-O/04)). Presentations by Gonzalo Gallegos, Secretary of the Inter-American Committee against Terrorism (CICTE); Clovis J Baptista, Executive Secretary of the Inter-American Commission on Telecommunication (CITEL); Albert C. Rees Jr., Chair of the REMJA Working Group on Cyber-crime (item 4 on the Agenda).

12:30 – 14:00: - Break

14:00 – 15:30: - Cooperation between the authorities responsible for investigating and prosecuting Cyber-crime and the private sector. Presentations by Laura Juanes Micas, Legal Director for Compliance, Americas, Yahoo! Inc.; Patrick Carney, Assistant Chief, Cyber Crime Section, Cyber Division, Federal Bureau of Investigation, (FBI) (item 5 on the Agenda).

15:30 – 17:30: - The Council of Europe’s Convention on Cyber-crime and other recent international developments. Presentations by Cristina Schulman, Head of Cybercrime Unit, Council of Europe; Eduardo Jiménez, Latin American and Caribbean Internet Addresses Registry (LACNIC); Alejandro Moreira, Specialized Unit on Money Laundering, Economic and Organized Crime, Attorney General’s Office, Public Ministry of Chile (item 6 on the Agenda).

Day two: Friday, January 22, 2010

9:30 – 11:00: - International cooperation and mutual assistance on Cyber-crime. Presentations by John R. Large, Special Agent in Charge, Criminal Investigative Division, United States Secret Service; Juan Emilio Oviedo Cabañas, Prosecutor in International Affairs, Public Ministry of Paraguay and Pedro Mayor Martínez, Criminal Guarantees Judge, Juez Penal de Garantías, Paraguay Judiciary; Andrew Fobert, Attorney in the International Assistance Group, Canada Department of Justice (item 7 on the Agenda)

11:00 – 12:30: - Recent national developments on Cyber-crime2 (item 8 on the Agenda).

12:30 – 14:00: - Break

14:00 – 17:30: - Consideration and adoption of the recommendations of the meeting.

- Other business.

---

2. To develop this item on the Agenda, Delegations are invited to briefly present a report on the developments in their respective States or experiences (positive or negative) that they have undergone and that might be of interest to other States. Delegations are also invited to present on problems or difficulties that they have or had and indicate which information or developments or experiences (positive or negative) from other States they would like to know, in relation to the prevention and investigation of Cyber-crime.